
 

The new playground products from Landscape Structures® lead the way 

in encouraging kids to play outdoors, engaging their imaginations and 

bringing children of all abilities together to play. New for 2022: 

• The Smart Play® Summit™- Kids ages 5 to 12 of all abilities will find 

multiple ways to climb this faceted mountaintop while encountering 

plenty of wild surprises along the way. Bring the 

mountains to your play area with this condensed 

footprint, giant play-value playstructure that  

welcomes a whole crowd of climbers at once.  

• Smart Play® Breeze™ - Step right up and get your 

tickets for a whimsical hot-air balloon ride among 

the clouds. Kids ages 2 to 5 can crawl, walk and 

even climb the cloud steps up to the basket and 

explore along the way.  

• Smart Play® Sprig™ - Introduce budding climbers 

to the just-right heights of Smart Play® Sprig. 

Kids aged 2 to 5 can discover a variety of ways to 

flex emerging skills while exploring this  

playstructure. 

Call Us Today For Pricing - (800) 975-2147 
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• New Color Palette!  2022 IS ALL ABOUT HUE! Our new 

Matte Metallic Colors created to complement the vi-

brant saturated colors in our existing palette these na-

ture-inspired matte metallics have a subtle sparkle that 

gives them eye-catching dimension. The unique finish 

creates a soft, smooth feel to the touch. 

• The compact geometric design of Quantis™ A.2 beck-

ons kids ages 5 to 12 with its open, angular format and 

sculptural playscape and is filled with intriguing chal-

lenges that defy expectations.  

• The Quantis ™ A.3 combines several types of activities 

for kids ages 5-12 in a compact structure and provides 

a good workout for every child’s core muscles and end-

less routes for play with their friends.  

• A single sculptural form is used to create three thrilling 

play experiences! The ReviRock™ Bouncer (ages 2-12)

provides bouncy, rocking fun; the ReviWheel™ Spinner 

(ages 5-12) includes a grab wheel in the center so kids 

can spin themselves around and around; the 

ReviWhirl™ Spinner (ages 5-12) is an adventure in 

physics offering spinning through perpetual motion or 

a push from the outside.  
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